Predicting methotrexate resistance in rheumatoid arthritis patients.
Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is an incurable, systemic autoimmune disease that decreases quality of life and can lead to severe disability. While there are many medications available to treat RA, the first-line of therapy is low-dose methotrexate (MTX), a small molecule disease-modifying anti-rheumatic drug (DMARD). MTX is the recommended therapy due to its affordability and efficacy in reducing symptoms in most RA patients. Unfortunately, there is great person-to-person variability in the physiological response to MTX, with up to 50% of patients showing little response to the medication. Thus, many RA patients initially placed on MTX do not experience an adequate reduction of symptoms, and could have benefited more in both the short and long terms if initially prescribed a different drug that was more effective for them. To combat this problem and better guide treatment decisions, many research groups have attempted to develop predictive tools for MTX response. Currently, there is no reliable, clinical-grade method to predict an individual's response to MTX treatment. In this review, we describe progress made in the area of MTX non-response/resistance in RA patients. We specifically focus on application of the following elements as predictive markers: proteins related to MTX transport and function, intracellular MTX concentration, immune cell frequencies, cytokines, and clinical factors.